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Abstract
With the growth of computer power, Digital Image Processing plays a more and
more important role in the modern world, including the field of industry, medical,
communications, spaceflight technology etc. As a sub-field, Interactive Image
Processing emphasizes particularly on the communications between machine and
human. The basic flowchart is definition of object, analysis and training phase,
recognition and feedback. Generally speaking, the core issue is how we define the
interesting object and track them more accurately in order to complete the interaction
process successfully.
This thesis proposes a novel dynamic simulation scheme for interactive image
processing. The work consists of two main parts: Hand Motion Detection and Hand
Gesture recognition. Within a hand motion detection processing, movement of hand
will be identified and extracted. In a specific detection period, the current image is
compared with the previous image in order to generate the difference between them. If
the generated difference exceeds predefined threshold alarm, a typical hand motion
movement is detected. Furthermore, in some particular situations, changes of hand
gesture are also desired to be detected and classified. This task requires features
extraction and feature comparison among each type of gestures. The essentials of hand
gesture are including some low level features such as color, shape etc. Another
important feature is orientation histogram. Each type of hand gestures has its particular
representation in the domain of orientation histogram. Because Gaussian Mixture
Model has great advantages to represent the object with essential feature elements and
the Expectation-Maximization is the efficient procedure to compute the maximum
likelihood between testing images and predefined standard sample of each different
gesture, the comparability between testing image and samples of each type of gestures
will be estimated by Expectation-Maximization algorithm in Gaussian Mixture Model.
The performance of this approach in experiments shows the proposed method works
well and accurately.

Keywords: interactive imaging, hand gesture recognition, feature extraction,
segmentation, motion detection, Gaussian Mixture model, Expectation Maximization
algorithm.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
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1.1 Introduction to Hand Gesture Recognition
Human hand gestures, for example as shown in Fig 1.1, have their specific
meanings and are widely used for communications between deaf people. Actually,
gesturing is so deeply rooted in communications that people often continue gesturing
when speaking. Recently, hand gesture recognition has gained a lot of interests, which
plays a crucial role in a wide range of applications including automatic sign language
understanding, entertainment, and human computer interaction (HCI). Because hand
gestures are natural and intuitive in providing rich information to computers without
extra cumbersome devices, they can offer a great potential for next generation user
interfaces, being especially suitable for large scale displays, 3D volumetric displays or
wearable devices.
For human–computer interaction, vision-based recognition of hand gestures can
provide a natural and modest solution [1]. To achieve this, three steps are required,
including (1) analyzing signals acquired by imaging sensors such as video, infrared or
ultrasonic; (2) inferring the geometry and motion of the hand; (3) mapping to a set of
predefined gestures. An important potential application of this technology is to develop
advanced interfaces for the interaction with virtual objects. These objects can be
images on a computer screen and the user can manipulate the objects by moving
his/her hand and performing actions like ‘‘grasping’’ and ‘‘releasing’’. Using gesture
recognition, the user actions on the virtual object will be reproduced by the computer
and the operational result is shown in the graphical interface so as to provide feedback
to the user. Another important application is to provide computing devices that can
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interpret gestures from the sign-language alphabet and aid natural interaction of
hearing impaired people [2].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1.1 Hand Gestures

Recently, there has been a growing interest in gesture-recognition systems, and
quite a few novel approaches have been provided since 1990. Two main challenges
here are summarized below. Firstly, the system needs to be personal independent
3

where it must be able to deal with geometric distortions (due to different hand anatomy
or different performance of gestures by different persons). Second, the system needs to
cope with complex and cluttered background, where segmentation of the gesturing
hand becomes difficult.
In [3], Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is adopted to detect the human body’s
gestures and Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is then applied for tracking. The key
features are polygonal vertices extracted from body shapes, and the final accuracy is
close to 98%. In [4], shape and depth information is integrated for robust hand tracking
and the recognition rate is between 70% and 92% under various numbers of samples.
As the primary measurement, shape builds an important function describing areas of
state-space and contains critical information about the posture. In [5], a hand gesture
recognition algorithm is presented based on input/output HMMs, which achieves a
recognition rate between 90% and 100%.
In the following, features extracted for hand gesture recognition are analyzed by
researchers. From [6], the Zernike Moments (ZMs) [7] of hand silhouettes is proposed
for gesture estimation and recognition. Although this method effectively separates the
rough posture estimate, it lacks reliable local support as ZMs are globally computed. In
[8], a static hand gesture recognition system is presented based on the flex angles of the
10 fingers using a composite neural network. It is efficient and elegant, but the control
flowchart is too complicated and also a training phase is needed to extract the
classification rules. In [9], a neural network is employed for static gesture recognition
where 2D plane cells are used as features. The network performs well, though it costs
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too much in extracting entire plane cells.
In [10], a view-independent hand gesture recognition approach is presented,
enabling natural interaction in virtual environments, in which hand gestures are
represented using Fourier descriptors. Although being easy to extend FFT from 1D to
2D, it would be inaccurate for recovering the transformed parameters and
corresponding points on the initial contours. In [11], a bottom-up algorithm is
presented for static hand gesture recognition using local orientation histogram features.
Although having higher recognition accuracy and faster speed, the features used are
found sensible to rotations. In [12], a segment-based algorithm for hand gesture
estimation is presented, where shape information is utilized whilst weakness in edge
detection is avoided. However, it has difficulty in correctly determining the
finger-segment protrusion.
In [13], a real-time hand gesture recognition algorithm is proposed using
low-resolution depth images. The main drawback here is it requires a Canesta camera
for the acquisition of depth images. In [14], the modified census transform is used for
hand gesture classification and recognition. However, it requires that in each image the
gesture should be accurately centered and all images must have the same size. In [15],
a shape descriptor is presented for the recognition of static gestures. However, the
accuracy is sensitive to the polygonal approximation of the static gesture contour.

1.2 Research Objectives
With advances in the computer technologies and the multimedia format, there is a
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continuative explosion in the amount and complexity of digital data being generated,
stored, transmitted, analyzed and accessed. Much of this information is multimedia in
nature, including digital images, videos, audios, graphics, and text data. In order to
make use of this vast amount of data, effective and efficient techniques need to be
developed and deployed to retrieve multimedia information based on its content.
Among the various types of media, images are of prime importance, and are not only
the most widely used media type apart from text, but also one of the most widely used
methods for representing and retrieving videos and other multimedia information.
Among numerous multimedia data, retrieving the interesting objects which user
needs is a very important task. In this way, the interaction between human and machine
that helps to answer user’s need to be designed. Human interactive systems have
already attracted a lot of research interests in recent years for this reason, especially for
content-based image retrieval systems (CBIR). And contrary to the early systems that
focused

on

fully

automatic

strategies,

recent

approaches

also

introduced

human-computer interaction [16], [17]. This is a strong stimulation for doing my
research.
In a system of CBIR, normally the primary work-“Search task” may be initiated
using a query as an example. The similar images within a top rank are presented to the
user. Then, the interactive process allows the user to refine his/her request as much as
necessary in a relevance feedback loop. Many kinds of interaction between the user
and the system have been proposed [18], but most of the time, user information
consists of binary labels indicating whether or not the image belongs to the desired
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concept. The positive labels indicate relevant images for the current concept, and the
negative labels irrelevant images.
As a specific area of interactive image processing, the considerable interest in
hand gestures detection and recognition has been led by the wish to provide a more
natural means of interacting with computers. Recently, many researchers have devoted
themselves to developing communication aids for the deaf people [19]–[25]. Deaf
persons use sign language or hand gestures to express themselves, however, most of
hearing people do not have special sign language expertise. Therefore, conversing
between them is troublesome and sometimes even causes misunderstandings. Due to
this situation, this thesis research is to work on detection and recognition of hand
gestures to help resolving many existing issues in this area.

1.3 The Organization of the Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows. In Chapter 2, literature is
reviewed. We reviewed the basic principles of digital image processing, feature
extraction and descriptors of image features. One of the aims of literature review is to
learn from others’ experience and to make us better aware of what other research has
taken place in the similar areas. Also, the knowledge gained from this review allows us
to select the most appropriate algorithms and puts our study in proper perspective and
context.
In Chapter 3, current research activities of interactive image processing have
been outlined. And an approach of hand motion detection based on segmentation is
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also introduced. Frame differencing is used to generate the difference between the
current frame and its previous frame. Background modelling is employed to reduce
noises and generate improved frame difference over the temporal window.
Chapter 4 proposes a novel approach to hand gesture recognition, in which the
Gaussian Mixture Model and Expectation Maximization algorithm are utilized to
improve the recognition accuracy. Experiment design is also explained including
feature extraction, training phase and testing for the recognition task of three hand
gestures, and results from 2788 images are discussed in details to show its superior
performance in comparison with other existing algorithms.
Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the thesis work with both conclusions and future
directions.
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Chapter 2
Review of Literature

9

2.1 Definition of Digital Image Processing
A digital image is defined as a two-dimensional function f ( x, y ) , where x, y
and f are all finite and discrete, and the amplitude f at coordinates ( x, y ) is
called the intensity or gray level of the image at that spatial point. Typically, a digital
image is composed of a finite number of elements, each of which has a particular
location and value. These elements are referred to as pixel. Each pixel is assigned a
value (black, white, shades of gray or color), which is represented in binary code (zeros
and ones). The binary digits for each pixel are stored in a sequence by a computer and
often reduced to a mathematical representation. The bits are then interpreted and read
by the computer to produce an analog version for display or printing. The pictures
below show how a digital image is built.

Figure 2.1 Pixels form a digital image
In general, digital image processing refers to a procedure to apply computer
algorithms and process digital images to achieve some expected targets, such as
enhancement, compression, etc. Here, three levels of computerized processes are
always used namely low-level, mid-level, and high-level processes. Low-level
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processing is pre-processing for further analysis, and it aims to reduce noise and
increase the contrast in the image. Traditional methods for low-level image processing
include low-pass filtering for noise suppression, grey-level operations such as
histogram equalization for contrast improvement, etc. Mid-level processing aims at
extracting valuable features from images, such as region/object segmentation and edge
detection. Accurate region segmentation facilitates subsequent higher level processing.
High-level image processing is the intelligent part, which attempts to identify the
regions or features previously detected. Techniques such as fuzzy logic, neural network,
mathematics model and other artificial intelligent techniques can be applied for
recognition and classification.
The relationships and differences among these three levels of processing are
illustrated in the figure below, where a low-level process is characterized by the fact
that both its inputs and outputs are images. As for mid-level and high-level image
processing, their outputs are features and recognition results, respectively.

image

Low-level
processing

image

mid-level
processing

features

high-level
processing

recognition
results

Figure 2.2 Three levels of digital image processing

2.2 Principles and Main Topics in Digital Image Processing

2.2.1 Principles
As mentioned above, digital image processing includes at least three levels, and
these levels need to be completed stage by stage. In addition, another two additional
11

stages for image processing are digital image acquisition and image output. Acquisition
here means conversion and quantisation from analogue mode to digital format via a
special device such as scanners, cameras, etc. As for image output, it is an inverse
procedure of acquisition to convert digital image to analogue one for printing, etc.
Operations of Image processing can be roughly divided into three major
categories, including image compression, image enhancement and restoration, and
measurement extraction. Image compression is familiar to most people which involves
reducing the amount of memory needed to store a digital image. Since there may exist
defects introduced during image acquisition, image enhancement is used to remove
these defects for improved image quality. Once the image is in good condition, the
measurement extraction operation can be used to obtain useful information from the
image for recognition and decision, etc.

2.2.2 Examples in Image Processing

To better understand the process of digital image processing, some examples on
image enhancement and measurement extraction are given below. The examples
shown all operate on 8-bit grey-level images. This means that each pixel in the image
is stored as a number between 0 and 255 where 0 represents a black pixel, 255
represents a white pixel and values in-between represent shades of grey. These
operations can be naturally extended to operate on color images.

Figure 2.3 shows an example on image enhancement and restoration. The image
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at its top left has a corrugated effect due to a fault in the acquisition process. This
corrugated effect can be removed by frequency-domain filtering, where bright spots are
removed from the Fourier Transform of the image (top right of Figure 2.3) and the
results is also given (bottom left of Figure 2.3). After an inverse Fourier Transform,
enhanced image without the corrugated background is obtained (bottom right of Figure
2.3).

Figure 2.3 Image Enhancement via Frequency-domain filtering
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Figure 2.4 Image Segmentation
Figure 2.4 illustrates an example on image measurement extraction, where the
original image (to the left) contains some objects. Through some processing such as
edge detection and image segmentation, these objects are extracted with their outlines
clearly identified in the right image for further classification, etc.

2.3 Feature Extraction
Generally speaking, image content always includes both visual and semantic
content. Visual content can be very general or domain specific. General visual content
includes color, texture, shape, spatial relationship, etc.; and domain specific visual
content, like human faces, is application dependent and may involve domain
knowledge. Semantic content can be obtained either by textual annotation or by
complex inference procedures based on visual contents.
A good visual content descriptor should be invariant to the accidental variance.
However, such invariance should not lead to loss of discriminative ability between
essential differences. Consequently, there is a tradeoff between the invariance and the
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discriminative power of visual features. Invariant description has been largely
investigated and employed in computer vision (like object recognition), but is
relatively new in image retrieval [26].
A visual content descriptor can be defined as either global or local. A global
descriptor is defined on the whole image, whereas a local descriptor uses the visual
features of regions or objects within the image. To extract local visual descriptors, an
image is often divided into parts first. The simplest way of dividing an image is to
partition the image into tiles of equal size and shape. A simple partition does not
generate perceptually meaningful regions but it helps to provide a finer resolution in
representing the global features of the image. A better solution is to divide the image
into homogenous regions according to some criterion using image segmentation
algorithms. A more complex way of dividing an image is to extract semantically
meaningful objects such as a ball, a car and a horse. Currently, automatic extraction of
objects from images in broad domains is still unsolved.

2.4 Descriptions of Image Features
General visual features to be extracted from images for analysis purpose include
color, texture, shape and spatial relationship, etc., and they are introduced below.

2.4.1 Color Feature
Color is the most important and extensively used visual content for image
retrieval [27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36]. Its 3-D values make its discrimination
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potentiality superior to the 1-D gray values of images. To select an appropriate color
description, color space must be determined first.

2.4.1.1 Color Space
In a color image, each pixel can be represented as a point in a 3D color space.
Typical color spaces used for image retrieval include RGB, Munsell, CIELab, CIELuv,
HSV, and opponent color space. There is no agreement on which color space is the
best. However, uniformity is one of the desirable characteristics of an appropriate color
space for image retrieval [37]. Uniformity here means that two color pairs that are
perceived as equal by viewers should be equal in similarity distance in a color space. In
other words, the measured distance or similarity among the colors must be directly
related to the psychological similarity among them.
RGB space, being composed of three color components Red, Green, and Blue, is
widely used for image display. In contrast, CMY space is a color space primarily used
for printing in which the three color components are Cyan, Magenta, and Yellow. Both
RGB and CMY spaces are device-dependent and perceptually non-uniform.
The CIELab and CIELuv spaces are device independent and also perceptually
uniform. They consist of a luminance or lightness component and two chromatic
components (a and b or u and v). How to transform RGB space to CIELuv or CIELab
space can be found in [38].
HSV space is widely used in computer graphics and is more intuitive in
describing color. The three color components are Hue, Saturation (Lightness) and
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Value (Brightness). The hue component is invariant to illumination changes and
camera directions and hence more suitable for object retrieval. Transformation from
RGB space to HSV space can be easily completed [39].

2.4.1.2 Color Descriptors
In the following sections, some commonly used color descriptors will be
introduced, including the color histogram, color coherence vector, color correlogram.
(1) Color Histogram
The color histogram is always an effective representation of the color content in
an image if the color pattern is unique in comparison with the rest of the data set. The
color histogram is easy to compute and effective in characterizing both the global and
local color distribution within an image. In addition, it is invariant to translation and
rotation and also insensitive (change slowly) to the scale, occlusion and viewing angle.
Since one pixel in an image can be described by three components, such as red,
green, and blue components in RGB space, a histogram can be defined for each color
component which represents the distribution of the number of pixels for each quantized
bin. Obviously, more bins in a color histogram will provide more discrimination power.
However, a large number of bins in the histogram will not only increase the
computational cost, but will also be inappropriate for efficient indexing for image
databases.
Furthermore, a very fine bin quantization does not necessarily improve the
retrieval performance hence it is possible to reduce the number of bins in calculating
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color histogram. One way to reduce the number of bins is to use the opponent color
space in which the brightness of the histogram can be down sampled. Another way is
to employ clustering methods to determine the K best colors in a given space for the
given image set, and each of these best colors will be taken as a histogram bin. Since
the clustering process takes into consideration of the color distribution of all images in
the database, the results obtained will be robust. Another option is to use the bins that
have the largest pixel numbers to enable the majority of pixels of an image being
captured by a small number of histogram bins [40]. Such a reduction does not degrade
the performance in histogram matching, but may even improve it since small histogram
bins here are more likely to be noisy.
When a large number of images are contained in the image database, histogram
comparison becomes saturating in terms of discrimination. To solve this problem, the
joint histogram technique is introduced [33]. In addition, color histogram does not
consider spatial information of pixels, thus similar histograms may refer to very
different images. For large databases, this problem becomes especially serious. To
increase discrimination power and solve this problem, several improvements have been
proposed to incorporate spatial information. One simple approach is to divide an image
into sub-areas and calculate a histogram for each of those sub-areas. The division can
be simple rectangular partition or complex region or even object based segmentation.
Increasing the number of sub-areas increases the information about location, but also
increases the memory and computational time.
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(2) Color Coherence Vector
Color coherence vectors (CCV) is proposed to incorporate spatial information into
the color histogram in a different way [41]. Each histogram bin is partitioned into two
types, i.e., coherent, if it belongs to a large uniformly-colored region, or incoherent, if
it does not. The CCV is defined as the vector (α 1 , β 1 ) , (α 2 , β 2 ) ,  , (α N , β N ) where α i
and β i denote the numbers of coherent and incoherent pixels in the ith color bin. As
seen, (α1 + β1 , α 2 + β 2 ,  , α N + β N ) is the color histogram of the image.
Due to spatial information considered, CCV provides better retrieval results than
the color histogram, especially for images which have either mostly uniform color or
mostly texture regions. In addition, for both the color histogram and CCV
representation, the HSV color space is found better than CIELuv and CIELab spaces.
(3) Color Correlogram
The color correlogram [29] was proposed to characterize not only the color
distributions of pixels, but also the spatial correlation of color pairs. A color
correlogram is a table indexed by color pairs, where the k th entry for (i, j ) specifies
the probability of finding a pixel of color j at a distance k from a pixel of color i in the
image. Let I represent the entire set of image pixels and I c (i ) represent the set of
pixels whose colors are c(i ) . Then, the color correlogram is defined as:

γ i(,kj) =

Pr

p1 ∈I c ( i ) , p 2 ∈I

[p ∈ I
2

c( j )

p1 − p2 = k

]

(1)

where i, j ∈ {1, 2, …, N}, k ∈ {1, 2, …, d}, and | p1 − p2 | is the distance between
pixels p1 and p2 .
If all the possible combinations of color pairs are considered, the size of the color
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correlogram will be very large. A simplified version of color correlogram is often used
namely the color autocorrelogram where only the spatial correlation between identical
colors is captured and thus reduces the dimension. In comparison with the color
histogram and CCV, the color autocorrelogram provides the best retrieval results,
although it is also the most computational expensive due to its high dimensionality.
(4) Invariant Color Features
In general, color always varies considerably with the change of illumination, the
orientation of the surface, and the viewing geometry of the camera. However,
invariance to these environmental factors is not considered in most of the color features
discussed above.
Recently, invariant color representation has been introduced to CBIR systems. In
[42], a set of color invariants was derived for object-based retrieval on the base of the
Schafer’s object reflection model. In [43], specular reflection, shape and illumination
invariant representation is presented based on blue ratio vector (r/b, g/b, 1). In [44], a
surface geometry invariant color feature is provided for image retrieval.
When applied to image retrieval, these invariant color features may yield
illumination, scene geometry and viewing geometry independent representation of
color contents in images, but they may also lead to some loss in discrimination power
among images.
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2.4.2 Texture Feature
Texture is another important feature of images, and various texture features have
been investigated in pattern recognition and computer vision. Basically, texture
representation methods can be classified into two categories, i.e. structural and
statistical. Structural methods include morphological operator and adjacency graph,
which describe texture by using structural primitives and their placement rules. They
are most effective for texture being very regular. Statistical methods are characterized
by the statistical distribution of the image intensity, which include Fourier power
spectra, cooccurrence matrices, shift-invariant principal component analysis (SPCA),
Tamura feature, Wold decomposition, Markov random field, fractal model, and
multi-resolution filtering techniques such as Gabor and wavelet transform. In this
section, we introduce a number of texture representations [45]-[64], which have been
frequently used and have found to be effective in CBIR systems.
In accordance with psychological studies on the human perception of texture, the
Tamura features [62] are designed including coarseness, contrast, directionality,
line-likeness, regularity, and roughness. The first three components of Tamura features
have been widely used in some well-known CBIR systems, such as QBIC [65, 66] and
Photobook [67] and their definitions are given as follows.
(1) Coarseness
Coarseness is used to measure the granularity of the texture. To calculate the
coarseness Fcrs , moving averages Ak ( x, y ) are computed first using 2 k × 2 k (k = 0,
1, …, 5) size windows at each pixel ( x, y ), i.e.,
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Ak ( x, y ) =

k −1
x + 2 k −1 −1 y + 2 −1

∑

i= x−2

k −1

∑ g (i, j ) / 2

j = y −2

2k

(2)

k −1

where g (i, j ) is the pixel intensity at (i, j ) .
Then, the differences between pairs of non-overlapping moving averages in the
horizontal and vertical directions for each pixel are computed, i.e.,
E k , h ( x, y ) = Ak ( x + 2 k −1 , y ) − Ak ( x − 2 k −1 , y )
Ek ,v ( x, y ) = Ak ( x, y + 2 k −1 ) − Ak ( x, y − 2 k −1 )

(3)

After that, the value of k that maximizes E in either direction is used to set the best size
for each pixel, i.e.
Sbest ( x, y ) = 2 k

(4)

The coarseness is then computed by averaging Sbest over the entire image, i.e.,
Fcrs =

1 m n
∑∑ Sbest (i, j )
m × n i=1 j =1

(5)

Instead of taking the average of S best , an improved version of the coarseness feature
can be obtained by using a histogram to characterize the distribution of S best .
Compared with a single value, histogram-based coarseness representation can greatly
increase the retrieval performance. This improvement makes the feature capable of
dealing with an image or region of multiple texture properties, and thus is more useful
to CBIR applications.
(2) Contrast
The formula for the contrast Fcon is as follows:

Fcon =
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σ
1

α4

(6)
4

where α 4 = µ 4 / σ 4 , µ4 is the fourth moment about the mean, and σ 2 is the variance.
This feature can be extracted from the whole image or regions, respectively.
(3) Directionality
To compute the directionality, image is convoluted with two 3x3 arrays
−1 0 1
1
1
1
(i.e. − 1 0 1 and 0
0
0 ) and a gradient vector at each pixel is then
−1 0 1
−1 −1 −1
computed.
The magnitude and angle of this vector are defined as:

∆G = ( ∆ H + ∆V ) / 2

θ = tan −1 (∆ V / ∆ H ) + π / 2

(7)

where ∆ H and ∆V are the horizontal and vertical differences of the convolution.
Then, a histogram of θ can be constructed as H D by quantizing θ and
counting the pixels with the corresponding magnitude | ∆ G| larger than a threshold. For
highly directional images, this histogram will exhibit strong peaks. While for images
without strong orientation, the histogram H D will be relatively flat. Based on the
sharpness of the peaks, an overall directionality measure Fdir is then obtained as
below:
Fdir = ∑ ∑ (φ − φ p ) H D (φ )
np

2

(8)

p φ∈ω p

where p ranges over n P peaks; and for each peak p , ω P is the set of bins
distributed over it; while φ P is the bin that takes the peak value.
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2.4.3 Shape Feature
Shape features of objects or regions have been widely applied in many digital
image processing systems [68, 69, 70, 71]. Compared with color and texture features,
shape features can be used after regions or objects have been segmented in images.
Due to the inaccuracy and difficulty in image segmentation, shape features has
limitations and only suitable for special applications in which objects or regions are
readily available. Two main categories of methods used for shape description include
boundary-based (rectilinear shapes [70], polygonal approximation [72], finite element
models [73], and Fourier-based shape descriptors [74, 75, 76]) and region-based
approaches (statistical moments [77, 78]). A good representation of shape feature
should be invariant to translation, rotation and scaling. In this section, some of these
shape features that have been commonly used in image retrieval applications will be
described, and a concise comprehensive introductory overview can be found in [79].
（1） Moment Invariant
Moment invariants are classical shape representation. If the object R is
represented as a binary image, then the central moments of order p + q for the shape
of R are defined as:

µ p,q =

∑ (x − x

( x , y )∈R

c

) P ( y − yc ) q

(9)

where ( xc , yc ) denotes the center of object. This central moment can be normalized to
scale invariant as follows [80]:

η p,q =

µ p,q
p+q+2
 γ =
γ
2
µ0 , 0

(10)

Based on these moments, a set of moment can be derived which are invariant to
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translation, rotation, and scale [77, 78]:

φ1 = µ 2,0 + µ 0, 2
φ 2 = ( µ 2,0 − µ 0, 2 ) 2 + 4µ12,1
φ 3 = ( µ 3,0 − 3µ1, 2 ) 2 + ( µ 0,3 − 3µ 2,1 ) 2
φ 4 = ( µ 3,0 + µ1, 2 ) 2 + ( µ 0,3 + µ 2,1 ) 2

φ 5 = ( µ 3,0 − 3µ1, 2 )( µ 3,0 + µ1, 2 )[( µ 3,0 + µ1, 2 ) 2 − 3( µ 0,3 + µ 2,1 ) 2 ] +

[

( µ 0,3 − 3µ 2,1 )( µ 0,3 + µ 2,1 ) ( µ 0,3 + µ 2,1 ) 2 − 3( µ 3, 0 + µ1, 2 ) 2

]

φ 6 = ( µ 2,0 − µ 0, 2 )[( µ 3,0 + µ1, 2 ) 2 − ( µ 0,3 + µ 2,1 ) 2 ] + 4µ1,1 ( µ 3,0 + µ1, 2 )( µ 0,3 + µ 2,1 )
φ 7 = (3µ 2,1 − µ 0,3 )( µ 3,0 + µ1, 2 )[( µ 0,3 + µ 2,1 ) 2 − 3( µ 0,3 + µ 2,1 ) 2 ]

(11)
（2） Turning Angles
For a 2D object, its contour can be represented as a closed sequence of successive
boundary pixels ( x s , y s ), where 0 ≤ s ≤ N − 1 and N is the total number of pixels on
the boundary. To measure the angle of the counterclockwise tangents as a function of
the arc-length s according to a reference point on the object’s contour, the turning
function or turning angle θ (s ) is defined as:

 ys' 

x
'
 s

θ ( s ) = tan −1 
y' s =

dy s
,
ds

x' s =

dx s
ds

(12)

One major problem here is that θ (s ) appears variant to the rotation of object and
the choice of the reference point. If the reference point is shifted along the boundary of
the object by t, the new turning function becomes θ ( s + t ) . If the object is rotated by
angle ω , the new function will become θ (s ) + ω .
Consequently, to compare the shape similarity between two objects A and B using
their turning functions, the minimum distance needs to be calculated over all possible
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shifts t and rotations ω , i.e.,
1

p
1

p

d p ( A, B) = min ∫ θ A ( s + t ) − θ B ( s ) + ω ds 
 ω∈R ,t∈[ 0,1] 0




(13)

Here each object has been re-scaled with the total perimeter length being 1. The
measure d p ( A, B ) is invariant under translation, rotation, and change of scale.
（3） Fourier Descriptors
Fourier descriptors describe the shape of an object using the Fourier transform of
its boundary. Again, the contour of a 2D object is considered as a closed sequence of
successive boundary pixels ( x s , y s ), where 0 ≤ s ≤ N − 1 and N is the total number of
pixels on the boundary. Three types of contour representations can be defined below
including curvature, centroid distance, and complex coordinate function.
The curvature K (s ) at a point s along the contour is defined as the change rate in
tangent direction of the contour, i.e.
K ( s) =

d
θ ( s)
ds

(14)

where θ (s ) is the turning function of the contour, defined as （12）.
The centroid distance R(s ) is defined as the distance between boundary pixels
and the object centroid ( xc , yc ) , i.e.
R( s ) = ( xs − xc ) 2 + ( ys − yc ) 2

(15)

The complex coordinate can be obtained by representing the coordinates as
complex numbers:
Z (s) = ( x s − xc ) + j ( y s − y c )

(16)

According to these three types of contour representations, their Fourier transforms
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generate three sets of complex coefficients which represent the shape of an object in
the frequency domain. Coefficients of lower frequency describe the general shape
property, while coefficients of higher frequency reflect shape details. To achieve
rotation invariance, in the complex coefficients only the amplitudes are used and the
phase components are discarded. To achieve scale invariance, the amplitudes of the
coefficients can be divided by the amplitude of DC (Discrete Cosine) component or the
first non-zero coefficient. The translation invariance is obtained directly from the
contour representation.
The Fourier descriptor of the curvature is then obtained as:

[

f K = F1 , F2 ,  FM

2

]

(17)

The Fourier descriptor of the centroid distance is determined by

F F
FM 2
f R =  1 , 2 ,,
F0
 F0 F0





(18)

where Fi in （17） and（18） denotes the i th component of Fourier transform
coefficients. As the curvature and centroid distance functions are real, only the positive
frequency axes are considered which lead to symmetry on their Fourier transform, i.e.,
| F− i | = | Fi |.
The Fourier descriptor of the complex coordinate is then attained as
 F− ( M 2 −1)
FM 2
F−1 F2
fZ = 
,,
,
,,
F1
F1 F1
 F1





(19)

where F1 is the first non-zero frequency component used for normalization. Here both
negative and positive frequency components are considered, and the DC coefficient is
discarded as it is dependent on the position of a shape.
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To ensure that the resulting shape features of all objects have the same length, the
boundary (( xs , ys ),0 ≤ s ≤ N − 1) of each object is normalized by re-sampling into M
samples before performing the Fourier transform. The selected M will enable fast
implementation of Fourier transform for efficiency.
（4） Circularity, Eccentricity, and Major Axis Orientation
Circularity of a shape is computed as:

α=

4πS
P2

(20)

where S is the size and P denotes the perimeter of an object. As seen, α ranges
between 0 (corresponding to a perfect line segment) and 1 (corresponding to a perfect
circle).
For each object or region, its major axis orientation is defined as the direction of
the largest eigenvector of the second order covariance matrix object. The eccentricity is
defined as the ratio of the smallest eigenvalue to the largest eigenvalue.

2.4.4 Spatial Information
Spatial constraints are useful in distinguishing regions or objects with similar
color and texture properties. For example, it is difficult to discriminate regions of blue
sky and ocean due to similar color histograms, but the differences of their spatial
locations in images are useful for the discrimination. Consequently, the spatial location
of regions (or objects) or the spatial relationship between multiple regions (or objects)
in an image is very useful in such a context.
The 2D strings proposed by Chang [81] are the most widely used representation
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of spatial relationship, where projecting images along the x and y directions are used to
construct the features. Two sets of symbols, V and A, are defined on the projection
where V represents objects and A represent spatial relationships between objects. As
its variants, the 2D G-string [82], 2D C-string [83] and 2D-B string [84] have been
proposed. The 2D G-string cuts all the objects along their minimum bounding box and
extends the spatial relationships into two sets of spatial operators including local and
global spatial relationships. 2D C-string can minimize the number of cutting objects.
2D-B string represents an object by two symbols, i.e. the beginning and ending
boundary of the object. All the methods above facilitate three types of query, including
querying images containing object O1 , O2 , …., On , querying images containing
objects of minor distance but having certain relationship between each other, and
querying images having certain distance relationship with each other.
In addition to the 2D strings, some other methods are also proposed for spatial
information representation including spatial quad-tree [85] and symbolic image [86].
However, searching images based on spatial relationships of regions remains difficult
due to the fact that reliable segmentation of objects or regions is often infeasible and
extremely application specific. Although in some systems regions are simply extracted
by dividing the images into regular sub-blocks [87], such spatial division schemes
achieve limited success since most natural images are not spatially constrained to
regular sub-blocks. To solve this problem, a method based on the radon transform to
exploit the spatial distribution of visual features without a sophisticated segmentation
is proposed in [88, 89].
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2.5 Summary
In this chapter, the basic principles of digital image processing are reviewed. As
the most important components of a digital image, features and descriptors of features
are introduced, including color, texture, shape and spatial information. Color is
considered as a very important feature due to its various 3D values in different color
spaces. Texture is another important feature because it represents the primitive
structure or statistical distribution of image intensity. Compared with color and texture,
shape feature is invariant to translation, rotation and scaling, and can be used after
segmentation. At last, spatial information is introduced.
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Chapter 3
Motion Detection for Hand
Segmentation
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3.1 Introduction to Interactive Image Processing
The whole world has witnessed the recent and rapid growth in the generation,
processing, and sharing of multimedia data. This trend has resulted in the emergence of
numerous multimedia repositories that require efficient methods for storage, sharing,
and organization of large volumes of multimedia data. As data compression and
management of network have become relatively mature, a subsequent shift of the
research attention has changed from storage and bandwidth considerations to the
management of information content in multimedia [90]. Therefore, interactive
content-based image retrieval systems have received much interest for locating relevant
information within image repositories. These systems rely on low-level representations
of images in terms of their visual content such as color, shape, and texture in order to
compare images. In devising a standard scheme for these low-level features, the
MPEG-7 standard is proposed for the description of multimedia content [91], whose
primary goal is to enable interoperable searching, indexing, filtering, and access to
multimedia content [92]. This interoperability is essential in systems to allow retrieval
and searching among distributed repositories.
The low-level representation of images used by the MPEG-7 standard as well as
most content-based visual data retrieval systems leads to several shortcomings when
comparing and retrieving images. The difficulty is from two sources [93]: First, the
semantic gap between low-level image representations and higher level concepts by
which humans interpret and understand images; Second, the perceptual subjectivity of
the users’ similarity judgment.
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The existing semantic gap between the low-level representation of images and the
high-level user concepts has many consequences in CBIR. First, the ideal query is
always unknown to the system if it cannot be represented in terms of the low-level
features. In addition, specification of a query to the system using an example results in
many ambiguities in terms of the relevant features as well as importance of each of
these features to the user. A second problem is that the mapping between low-level
feature spaces and high-level user concepts is not known apriori and needs to be
determined for each individual query. The overall effect of this gap is that images that
may be similar to a query in terms of the low-level features are deemed similar by the
system even if they do not contain the conceptual content. In the same light, images
that contain the same high-level content may not have similar low-level
representations.
Perceptual subjectivity of similarity judgment comes about as different users
interpret the visual contents and the similarity between them differently. The main
implication of this subjectivity is that the measure used to calculate similarity between
images must be user and query dependent.
To alleviate the problems that come about because of the semantic gap and user
subjectivity, interactive image processing systems are proposed that place the user in
the loop during retrievals. Such relevance feedback approaches aim at learning
intended high level query concepts and adjust for subjectivity in judgment by
exploiting user input on successive iterations. Relevance feedback (RF) [94] is a very
effective method to bridge this gap and to scale up the performance in CBIR systems.
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RF focuses on the interactions between the search engine and the user by requiring the
user to label semantically positive or negative feedbacks. Generally, the user provides
quality assessment of the retrieval results to the system by indicating the rank of
satisfaction with each of the retrieved results. The system then makes use of this
feedback to adjust its query and/or the similarity measure in order to improve the next
set of results.
Ishikawa [95] introduced both the query movement and the re-weighting
techniques. Cox [96] formulated a minimization problem on the parameter estimation
process. Zhou [97] proposed a stochastic comparison search. With the observation that
all positive examples are alike and each negative example is negative in its own way,
biased discriminant analysis (BDA) [98] and its enhanced version were developed.
Given the user feedback information, the key for a RF scheme is how to create a
suitable classifier. But, RF is much different from the traditional classification problem
because users would not like to provide a large number of feedbacks. Among various
RF schemes, small sample learning methods, where the amount of the training samples
is much smaller than the dimension of the descriptive features, are of the most
promising.

3.2 Motion Detection for Moving Object Segmentation
In this section, we focus on motion detection and moving object segmentation to
detect the change of hand gestures. Although there are many approaches proposed for
motion detection in a continuous video stream, the basic principle is to compare the
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current video frame with its previous one or against a fixed/dynamic background. This
is very useful in video compression applications when the changes need to be
estimated to mark the changed part rather than the whole frame.

3.2.1 Frame Differencing
Frame differencing is a straightforward approach for motion detection, which uses
the difference between two images as an indicator to show the changes caused by
motion. Let img (i ) represent the i th image in a sequence, the frame difference of
this frame and its previous frame is defined as:
diff (i ) =| img (i ) − img (i − 1) |

(21)

If the original image is a color one containing three or more color components, the
difference above will also generate a color image. For simplicity, the input image is
usually converted to grey one before differencing. Consequently, the resulted
difference diff (i ) will also be an 8-bit grey image. Fig. 3.1 shows two inputted color
images and their associated grey images for motion detection.
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Figure 3.1: Two inputted color images (left) and their corresponding gray ones
(right).

Figure 3.2: diff (i ) and its histogram.
With the extracted diff (i ) , a simple thresholding th is then employed to classify
the pixels as changed or unchanged ones. As a result, a binary image mask
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mask _ diff (i ) can then be obtained in which white and black pixels represent those

having been changed or remaining unchanged by motion.
1, if diff (i ) > th
mask _ diff (i ) = 
0 otherwise

(22)

Rather than using a fixed threshold, the threshold for each diff (i ) is determined
automatically as follows, where µ and σ denote respectively the mean and
standard deviation of diff (i ) .
th(i ) = µ (i ) + σ (i )

(23)

diff (i ) in Fig. 3.2 has µ = 5.47 and σ = 10.02 , hence we have th(i ) = 15.49 . The

detected mask images under different thresholds are compared in Figure 3.3. When the
threshold is set as 5, there are too many false pixels. On the contrary, a large threshold
as 20 produces few false detected pixels, but it yields holes in the mask, such as the
one on the left finger. Consequently, the results from the threshold of 15, or the one
determined above, appear to be accurate and robust.
To further eliminate the false detected pixels and small moving areas,
post-processing using a morphological filter is then applied. Firstly, erosion is
employed to the detected binary mask mask _ diff (i ) , followed by a dilation
processing, both using 3*3 rectangle structure. If the new obtained mask image is
donated as mask _ diff 1(i ) , we have
mask _ diff 1(i ) = dilation(erosion(mask _ diff (i )))
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(24)

The result of processing is shown in Fig 3.4. A binary mask mask _ diff 1(i ) is
obtained after erosion filter and dilation processing, and shown at the left. Then, the
mask is attached on the original image to represent the frame differencing clearly as
shown at the right.

(a) th = 5

(b) th = 10

(c) th = 15

(d) th = 20

Figure 3.3: Extracted binary masks of motion using different thresholds.

Fig. 3.4: Binary masks obtained after morphological erosion and followed by dilation (left) as
post-processing and attached the mask on the original image (right).
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Fig. 3.5: Smooth or slow movement causes motion regions inconspicuous
From above picture Fig. 3.5 we can find the disadvantages of the approach. If the
object is moving smoothly we'll only receive small changes from frame to frame. So,
it's impossible to get the whole moving object. Things could become worse, when the
object is moving so slowly. And sometimes the algorithms even do not generate any
result at all. Therefore, a new approach using background modeling is presented in the
next section for more accuracy.

3.2.2 Background Modelling
Background modeling is an important part for robust moving object detection as it
can help to dynamically extract a “uniform” background against which the frame
differencing is carried out in a more consistent way. This has been successfully applied
in many vision applications when motion detection is required, such as visual
surveillance. Moving object detection algorithm will be simple when a clean
background image is available. Method of background extraction during training
sequence and updating it during input frame sequence is called background modeling.
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The main challenges in moving object detection is the extraction of a clean background
and its updating. There are various methods for background modeling.
The commonly fastest and the most memory compact background modeling is the
running average method. In this method, background extraction is done by arithmetic
averaging on a training sequence. The method is introduced as following:
From the k th image I k in the image sequence, in total a temporal window is
defined as ( I k −n 0 , I k −n 0+1 ,...., I k ,....., I k +n 0 ), where there are 2n0 + 1 frames used,
including the current frame, its previous and subsequent n0 neighbouring frames,
respectively. The average image over a temporal window is then extracted as follows:
avk =

k + n0

1

∑ Im
2n0 + 1 m=k −n0

(25)

Consequently, each pixel value in avk represents the mean value of that pixel over the
temporal window.

Meanwhile, the standard derivation for each pixel over the

temporal window std k is also attained as follows:
std k (i, j ) =

1

k + n0

∑[I

2n0 + 1 m=k −n0

m

(i, j ) − avk (i, j )]2

(26)

For background pixels, limited changes in the temporal window are expected, i.e.
smaller values in std k . Therefore, a simple thresholding of std k image can help to
extract the background, where the threshold is also determined adaptively using the
same strategy as introduced in (23).

1
bg k (i, j ) = 
0

if

std k (i, j ) < th2

otherwise.

(27)

With the extracted background, the simple frame differencing is modified as follows.
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if
| avk (i, j ) − I k (i, j ) |
diff k (i, j ) = 
std k (i, j ) otherwise.

bg k (i, j ) = 1

(28)

And the mask of changed pixels is then obtained using the same way as applied to the
difference from frame differencing, i.e.

1
mask _ diff k (i, j ) = 
0

if

diff k (i, j ) > th3

otherwise.

(29)

where th3 is a threshold determined from diff k using the same strategy in (23).

From a sequence of frames which begins with fist, then transforms into “Victory”
sign and ends with fist, the original images are shown as below:
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Fig 3.6 Sequence of 11 frames: from left to right, top to below, the hand gesture
begins with fist, then turn to “Victory” sign and ends with fist.
By applying the approach we described above, each pixel is classified as a
significant change or as a non-significant change. After removing noises, we extract
the binary mask from the frame difference which is shown in Fig 3.4 with removing
the background. The result is shown in Fig 3.7 in which the white pixel area shows the
foreground or an object, and the background is turned into black:
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Fig 3.7 Binary mask of frame difference modified with background modelling
Apparently, background modeling can overcome the problem caused by directly
frame differencing and help to extract the real moving parts for further recognition of
hand gestures.

3.3 Summary

The segmentation-based approach compares the current frame with the previous
frame in order to generate a difference value. When the value becomes more than
predefined threshold value, motion event will be identified. Two problems have been
issued: (1) if the movement takes place very slow, the difference value we calculated
will not trigger the identification alarm, and this will cause a slow movement event to
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be ignored. In this case, we introduce the method which will compare the current frame
with the average frame. (2) Background noise will sometimes result to decrease the
performance of system. In this case, we introduce a new idea that can be simply
defined as Temporal Window over Images Sequence. This new method will generate
the standard derivation for each pixel over the temporal window in order to reduce
noise and calculate improved frame difference.
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Chapter 4
Hand Gesture Recognition with
Gaussian Mixture Model
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4.1 Generation of Proposed Approach
Due to the variation of gestures appearance, it is still a difficult problem to
recognize and track human hand gestures. Also, it is hard to extract information from
gesture images for 3D hand reconstruction. In most cases, we need model the hand
gestures and adjust the parameters until they match the observations. These parameters
should provide the desired information from the captured images. Since there is a huge
amount of information in the captured images, one important issue here is to process
the images to obtain the raw information that match the output model. In our system,
the core issue addressed for gesture recognition is effective and robust feature
extraction. Our proposed approach is different from existing ones as it focuses on
estimating the gesture contained in an image by analyzing different complex features
including shape, color and orientation histogram quantized in Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM).
GMM is a widely used statistical model in many applications of pattern
recognition, which is often regarded as a versatile modeling tool as it can be used to
approximate any probability density function (PDF) given a sufficient number of
components, and impose only minimal assumptions about the modeled random
variables. The advantage is including a rigorous statistical basis, the possibility of
encoding spatial, color, texture and motion features in a unified system, and the ability
to trade off accuracy of representation against data volume. Due to such advantages,
our proposed technique builds upon the GMM to estimate the mutative meaning of
human gestures in a compact and precise manner.
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4.2 Description of Gaussian Mixture Model
GMM is one of the most widely used mixture modeling techniques. It’s a simple
model and is reasonably accurate when data are generated from a set of Gaussian

{

distributions [99, 100]. Let X i = xt ,1 ≤ t ≤ T i

}

denote the feature vectors for data

points from the i th class, they are modeled by a total number of J Gaussians as
follows:

(

P Xi θ

) = ∏∑ P( z ) P (x u , Σ )
Ti

i
GMM

J

j

t =1 j =1

zj

t

j

(30)

j

i
where θ GMM
refers to the model parameters, including {P (z j ), µ j , ∑ j ,1 ≤ j ≤ J }, and

(

Pz j xt µ j , ∑ j

) is the Gaussian distribution for the

j th class, with a mean vector µ j

and a covariance matrix ∑ j , i.e.:

(

)

Pz j xt µ j , ∑ j =
1
(2π ) D 2 ∑ j

12

−1
 1

T
exp− (xt − µ j ) ∑ j (xt − µ j )
 2


(31)

where D is the dimension of the feature vector xt . Usually, Σ j is set to be a diagonal

{

}

matrix as diag σ 2jd : 1 ≤ d ≤ D in order to reduce the size of parameter space.
It can be seen from Eq. (30) that the data points of a specific class are generated
from multiple Gaussian models with an identical weight P( z j ) . We define

ω j = P( z j ) . In other words, an integrated Gaussian mixture model contains three basic
parameters: Mixture weight, Mean vector and Covariance matrix, which can be
represented as λ :

λ = {ω j , µ j , Σ j }
where ω j is the mixture weight, µ j is the mean vector, and
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(32)

Σj

is the covariance

matrix. We use λ to stand for every single image. Additionally, we use

(

b j ( x) = Pz j xt µ j , Σ j

) and ∑ω
J

j =1

(

in order to simplify the expression of Pz j xt µ j , ∑ j

j

= 1.

(33)

) in the following training phase.

4.3 The Expectation Maximization Algorithm
The EM algorithm is an efficient iterative procedure to compute the Maximum
Likelihood (ML) [99, 101, 102] estimate in the presence of missing or hidden data. In
ML estimation, we wish to estimate the model parameter(s) for which the observed
data are the most likely. Before we use EM to compute ML in GMM in our experiment,
the basic procedure of EM is detailed below:
In the EM algorithm, each iteration consists of two processes: the E-step, and the
M-step. In the expectation, or E-step, the missing data are estimated given the observed
data and current estimate of the model parameters. This is achieved using the
conditional expectation, explaining the choice of terminology. In the M-step, the
likelihood function is maximized under the assumption that the missing data are known.
The estimate of the missing data from the E-step is used in lieu of the actual missing
data. Convergence is assured since the algorithm is guaranteed to increase the
likelihood at each iteration.
Let X be random vector which results from a parameterized family. We wish to
find θ so that P( X θ ) is a maximum. This is known as the Maximum Likelihood
(ML) estimate for θ . In order to estimate θ , it is typical to introduce the “log
likelihood function” defined as,
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L(θ ) = ln P( X θ )

(34)

The likelihood function is considered to be a function of the parameter θ given the
data X. Since ln(x) is a strictly increasing function, the value of θ which maximizes

P( X θ ) also maximizes L(θ ) .
The EM algorithm is an iterative procedure for maximizing L(θ ) . Assume that
after the nth iteration the current estimate for θ is given by θ n . Since the objective
is to maximize L(θ ) , we wish to compute an updated estimate θ so that,
L(θ ) > L(θ n )

(35)

Equivalently we want to maximize the difference,
L(θ ) - L(θ n ) = ln P ( X θ ) − ln P ( X θ n )

(36)

So far, we have not considered any unobserved or missing variables, and the EM
algorithm provides a natural framework for the problems where such data exist.
Alternately, hidden variables may be introduced purely as an artifice for making the
maximum likelihood estimation of θ tractable. In this case, it is assumed that
knowledge of the hidden variables will make the maximization of the likelihood
function easier. Either way, denote the hidden random vector by Z and a given
realization by z. The total probability P( X θ ) may be written in terms of the hidden
variables z as,
P( X θ ) = ∑ P ( X z ,θ ) P ( z θ )

(37)

Z

We may then rewrite Equation (36) as,
L(θ ) − L(θ n ) = ln(∑ P( X z , θ ) P ( z θ )) − ln P ( X θ n )
Z

Notice that this expression involves the logarithm of a sum. Because
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(38)

n

n

i =1

i =1

ln ∑ λi x i ≥ ∑ λi ln( x i )

，for constants λi ≥ 0 with

∑

n
i =1

(39)

λi = 1 . This result (39) may be applied to Equation

(38) provided that the constants λi can be identified. Consider letting the constants be
of the form P( z X , θ n ) . Since P( z X , θ n ) is a probability measure, we have that

P( z X , θ n ) ≥ 0 and that

∑

z

P( z X , θ n ) = 1 as required.

Then starting with Equation (38) the constants P( z X , θ n ) are introduced as,


L(θ ) − L(θ n ) = ln ∑ P ( X z , θ ) P ( z θ )  − ln P ( X θ n )
 Z


P( z X ,θn ) 
 − ln P ( X θ n )
= ln ∑ P ( X z , θ ) P ( z θ ) •
 Z

θ
(
,
)
P
z
X
n 


P( X z,θ ) P( z θ ) 
 − ln P ( X θ )
= ln ∑ P ( z X , θ n ) •
n
 Z
P( z X ,θ n ) 


 P( X z,θ ) P( z θ ) 
 − ln P ( X θ )
≥ ∑ P ( z X , θ n ) ln
n


θ
(
,
)
P
z
X
Z
n


 P( X z, θ ) P( z θ ) 

= ∑ P ( z X , θ n ) ln


θ
θ
(
,
)
(
)
P
z
X
P
X
Z
n
n 

∆

= ∆(θ θ n )
(40)
From Equation (40), we made use of the fact that

ln P( X θ n ) =

∑

Z

∑

Z

P( z X , θ n ) = 1 so that

P( z X , θ n ) ln P( X θ n ) which allows the term ln P( X θ n ) to be

brought into the summation.
We continue by writing
L( θ )>L( θ n ) + ∆ ( θ | θ n )

(41)

and for convenience we also define,
l( θ | θ n ) ∆ L( θ n ) + ∆ ( θ | θ n )
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(42)

so that the relationship in Equation (41) can be made explicit as,
L( θ ) ≥ l( θ | θ n )

(43)

We have now a function, l( θ | θ n ) which is bounded above by the likelihood
function L( θ ). Additionally, observe that,
l (θ n θ n ) = L(θ n ) + ∆(θ n θ n )
= L(θ n ) + ∑ P( z X , θ n ) ln
Z

= L(θ n ) + ∑ P( z X , θ n ) ln
Z

P( X z, θ n ) P( z θ n )
P( z X , θ n ) P( X θ n )
P( X , z θ n )
P( X , z θ n )

= L(θ n ) + ∑ P( z X , θ n ) ln 1
Z

= L(θ n )
(44)
so for θ = θ n the functions l( θ | θ n ) and L( θ ) are equal.
Our objective is to choose a value of θ so that L( θ ) is maximized. We have
shown that the function l( θ | θ n ) is bounded above by the likelihood function L( θ ) and
that the value of the functions l( θ | θ n ) and L( θ ) are equal at the current estimate for

θ = θ n . Therefore, any θ which increases l( θ | θ n ) in turn increase the L( θ ). In order
to achieve the greatest possible increase in the value of L( θ ), the EM algorithm calls
for selecting θ so that l( θ | θ n ) is maximized. We denote this updated value as θ n +1 .
This process is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Graphical interpretation of a single iteration of the EM algorithm.

Formally we have,

θ n+1 = arg max{l (θ θ n )}
θ


P ( X z , θ ) P( z θ ) 
= arg max  L(θ n ) + ∑ P ( z X , θ n ) ln

P( X θ n ) P( z X , θ n ) 
θ

z
(45)
Now drop terms which are constant w.r.t. θ


= arg max ∑ P( z X , θ n ) ln P( X z , θ ) P( z θ )
θ
 z


P( X , z, θ ) P( z, θ ) 
= arg max ∑ P( z X , θ n ) ln

P( z , θ ) P(θ ) 
θ
 z


= arg max ∑ P( z X , θ n ) ln P( X , z θ )
θ
 z

= arg max EZ X ,θ n {ln P( X , z θ )}
θ

{

}

(46)
In Equation (46) the expectation and maximization steps are apparent. The EM
algorithm thus consists of iterating the:
1) E-step: Determine the conditional expectation EZ X ,θ n {ln P( X , z θ )}
2) M-step: Maximize this expression with respect to θ .
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At this point it is fair to ask what has been gained given that we have simply
traded the maximization of L( θ ) for the maximization of l( θ | θ n ). The answer lies in
the fact that l( θ | θ n ) takes into account the unobserved or missing data Z. In the case
where we wish to estimate these variables the EM algorithms provides a framework for
doing so. Also, as alluded to earlier, it may be convenient to introduce such hidden
variables so that the maximization of l( θ | θ n ) is simplified given knowledge of the
hidden variables. (as compared with a direct maximization of L( θ ))

4.4 Training Phase
For training purposes, our primary work is to find the mixture model λ which
can stand for the feature vector of every certain image. The maximum likelihood
means attempting to find the certain λ from the image which is used for training
purposes in order to obtain the maximum likelihood.
For example, we extract the feature vectors X = {x1 ,, xT } from an image by
selecting the feature where the T is the number of features and the likelihood of GMM
is defined as:
P( X λ ) = ∏ p (xt λ )
T

(47)

t =1

According to the fact that the function P( X λ ) is nonlinear, ML is used to estimate
the parameter of GMM until the P( X λ ) is convergent.
Firstly, the estimation algorithm starts from an initial guess λ for the new model

( )

parameters λ to be estimated, in order to obtain a relationship of P X λ ≥ P( X λ ) .
Then transform the λ into the initial model parameter λ . This step will be repeated
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until P( X λ ) is convergent. During the iteration, the following estimation calculated
ensures that the approximation of GMM is achieved via the nature of monotonic
increase:

ωibi ( xt )
∑k =1ωk bk ( xk )

P(i xi , λ ) =

T

where the mixture weight is estimated as ωi =

1 T
∑ p(i xt , λ )
T t =1

(48)

(49)

The estimation of mean vector is:

∑ p(i x , λ )x
=
∑ p(i x , λ )
T

µi

t =1
T

t

t

t =1

(50)

t

The estimation of covariance is:

∑ p(i x , λ )x
=
∑ p(i x , λ )
T

∑

2
i

t =1
T

2
t

t

t =1

− µ2

(51)

t

4.5 Methods of Testing
We use the maximum of a posterior criterion to differentiate all images, which
means that the likelihood between testing images and pre-assigned images of each
different type are calculated in order to compare the results and select the maximum
numerical value. Accordingly, the testing image is ranged to a certain type, in which it
has the maximum numerical value of likelihood compared with other images. In this
way, we can use the equation below to describe the proposed process:
Sˆ = arg max Pr(λk X )
1≤ k ≤ S

(52)

where S is the total of all pre-assigned different types, Ŝ is the certain type which the
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testing image is classified to, λk is the model of pre-assigned type K, and X is the
vector of features of the testing image.
This equation can be transformed to another by the Bayesian rule below:
p ( X λk ) Pr(λk )
Sˆ = arg max
1≤ k ≤ S
P( X )

(53)

for Pr(λk ) = 1 S , we have: Sˆ = arg max P( X λk ) . By calculating their logarithms, we
1≤ k ≤ S

have:
T

Sˆ = arg max Σ log p ( xt λk )
1≤ k ≤ S

(54)

t =1

4.6 Extraction of Hand Features
Following the described algorithm, three significant features are extracted, which
include color, shape, and the orientation histogram from all the images. Details on
feature extraction are presented below.

4.6.1 Color Feature
Color is a powerful feature that often simplifies object identification and
extraction from a scene. In our system, skin color detection is employed for hand
detection due to the fact that human skin has a special color distribution that differs
significantly from those of the background objects. The obvious advantage here is
simplicity of skin detection rules that leads to construction of a very rapid classifier to
identify hands in images.
Previous studies have found that skin pixels show similar chrominance
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components and insensitive to human races [103, 104]. Literature survey also shows
that YCbCr color space is useful in segmenting skin color more accurately than RGB
as the latter is sensitive to the variation of intensity [105]. In YCbCr space, luminance
information is represented by a single component Y, and color information is stored as
two color-difference component, Cb and Cr. The conversion from RGB to YCrCb is:

 Y   16   65.481 128.553 24.966   R 
Cb  = 128 + − 37.797 − 74.203 112.000  G 
 
    
Cr  128  112.000 − 93.786 − 18.214  B 
(55)
Recent research has also proved that the chrominance values in the skin region are
narrowly distributed, which implies that the skin color is fairly uniform [106]. To this
end, the narrow distribution of chrominance values are simply regulated by the
presence of Cr values within [133, 173] and Cb values within [77, 127].

4.6.2 Shape
The shape information contained in an image is described using its significant
edges, in which a histogram of the edge directions is employed to represent the shape
attribute. The edges are extracted using the Canny edge operator, and a histogram
intersection technique is used for the retrieval of corresponding histograms.
The Shape Histogram module is a type of histogram transform and can be used as
part of an object classifier. A binary image is used to generate a histogram that
represents the run-length values of the given image in each of 4 directions. The
advantage of creating a histogram based on a shape's pixel-length span in many
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directions is that it reduces orientation dependency and produces a similar histogram
regardless of the shape's orientation.

4.6.3 Orientation Histogram
The orientation histogram is employed as it helps provide invariant representation
under changes in lighting and positions [107, 108]. As shown in Figure 4.2,
comparisons between pixel representation and orientation representation are illustrated
for a picture of a hand under two different lighting conditions. Though the pixel values
of the hand change considerably, the orientation values remain fairly constant. The
local orientation can be calculated using image gradients, and the local orientation
angle θ , is defined by horizontal and vertical image pixel differences as follows

θ ( x, y ) = arctan[I ( x, y ) − I ( x − 1, y ), I ( x, y ) − I ( x, y − 1)]

(56)

For gesture recognition, shift-invariant is a basic principle. To achieve this, we simply
measure how often each orientation element occurred in the histogram. Therefore, we
form a vector Φ of N elements, with the i th element showing the number of
orientation elements θ ( x, y ) between the angles

360°
1
360°
1
(i − ) and
(i + ) :
N
2
N
2


360°
360°
i<
1, if θ ( x, y ) −
Φ (i ) = ∑ 
N
N
x, y 
0, otherwise
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A

B

C

D

Figure 4.2: Orientation maps (C) and (D) extracted from (A) and (B) are
generally more robust to lighting changes than pixel intensities.

The advantages of such representation are:
1) Very Fast: The orientation histogram can be calculated and compared in real time.
Since the feature dimension is only 36, Euclidian distance can be used for the
comparison of orientation histograms;
2) Robust: Since the feature considers only edge directions, it is robust to illumination
changes. Even light condition changes, the edges are about the same.
3) Translation Invariant: The feature vector is insensitive to the place of the object in
the image, and such translation-invariant is important in such applications.
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The disadvantages here are:
1) Rotation dependent: Obviously, the orientation of edges considered in the
"Orientation Histogram" is sensitive to the rotation of the object in the image.
2) Limited Vocabulary: Since two different hand positions may produce the same
orientation histogram, this representation has limited the vocabulary of the
recognition system. Consequently, we should first select hand gestures with
different histograms. In my experiments, a vocabulary size composing more than 8
gestures may produce wrong results.
3) Object Size: The object should occupy a considerable amount of area in the image
as small objects have little impact on the orientation histogram.

4.7 Experiment Results
To evaluate the proposed algorithm, a group of hand gestures are collected as the
test data set, which is then classified into 3 basic classes as shown in Fig. 4.3(a). The
first one is a hand with all fingers outstretched. The second one is considered as a fist,
and the third one involves only 2 outstretched fingers (forefinger and middle finger)
symbolizing a victory.
Following the described algorithm, from each image three significant features are
extracted, including color, shape, and orientation histogram. The color feature is
extracted in the YCbCr Color Space which forms a color mask as shown in Fig. 4.3(b).
The shape feature, shown in Fig. 4.3(c), is extracted by Canny Edge Detector from the
extracted color masks of skin pixels. Finally, the orientation histograms for each
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gesture calculated from the edges in Fig. 4.3(c) are illustrated in Fig. 4.3(d).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig 4.3 Classification of Hand Gestures: (a) Three basic classes of hand
gestures; (b) color extraction of each class of hand gestures; (c) shape
extraction of each class of hand gestures; (d) orientation histogram of each
class of hand gestures

The performance of our algorithm is evaluated by using a total number of 2968
hand gesture images, derived from the “Sebastien Marcel Static Hand Posture
Database” [109]. Since these images are captured against different backgrounds, it is
useful to test the robustness of the proposed algorithm if the images in the data set are
randomly organized. Each gesture is trained by more than 50 images in the database,
the proposed technique is evaluated by extensive experiments and the results are
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measured by recognition rate as summarized in Table 1. As seen, our algorithm has
successfully recognized different gestures under various lighting conditions.
Table 1: Summary of Experimental Results
TRAINING

TESTING

RECOGNITION RATE

OUTSTRETCHED

67

776

98.37%

FIST

54

1107

94.42%

VICTORY

59

905

90.03%

TOTAL

180

2788

94.27% (AVERAGE)

4.8 Summary
We have proposed an algorithm for human gesture recognition and demonstrated
its discriminative ability for recognition of gestures on a large image database. By
using GMM, we have shown that multiple features extracted from gesture images
could be organized to formulate new discriminating vector for classification and
recognition of human gestures. The application of GMM illustrates the advantage that
it provides improved performance over other existing methods, yet requiring only
modest computational cost to complete the recognition. Further research can focus on
the issue of extendibility and selection of primary features for improved gesture
recognition, especially inside digital videos.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
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5.1 Research So Far
With rapid growth of applications within science research and business fields,
interactive image processing has attracted more and more researchers. As a part of
interactive imaging, object recognition such as hand gesture detection and recognition
also have been greatly developed in the last decade. For human being, a multitude of
familiar and novel objects can be recognized with little effort, despite the fact that
these objects may vary in form, color, texture, etc, and even with partial occlusion. For
machine learning algorithms, this is still a serious challenge since all of the aspects
cannot be defined as the way we identify objects in the real world. Recent research in
this area focuses on two main aspects: Features Extraction and Similarity
Measurements. Based on the two main aspects of research, this thesis research is
carried out in the specific area of hand gesture detection and recognition.
At first, Introduction to hand gestures recognition systems and the basic principles
of digital image processing are reviewed in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2.
Then, my primary work is introduced in the next two chapters. In Chapter 3,
design of hand motion detection based on segmentation is represented. To detect the
motion of hand gestures conversion accurately, our proposed system contains two parts:
Segmentation of hand gestures and extraction of background. Proposed segmentation
method compares current frame with previous frame in order to generate difference
between them. Background modelling greatly reduces the interference from complex
background.
In Chapter 4, a competitive methodology is proposed on the basis of Gaussian
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Mixture Model and Expectation Maximization Algorithm. GMM takes its advantage in
describing density distribution of any structure. In order to calculate the similarity
value in GMM, EM Algorithm is introduced. In our GMM model, the missing or
hidden data could be considered as limited features and the limitation of presentation
of features by proposed descriptors. An excellence of EM Algorithm is divided into
two main steps: Expectation Step and Maximization Step. On the E-Step, we expect the
target should be closed to a guess parameter and calculate the likelihood. On the
M-Step, the guess parameter is modified iteratively in order to maximize the possible
likelihood. At last, the target will be classified to one of the guess parameters which
has the maximum likelihood with a target. Afterwards, an experiment procedure is
introduced. Within the training phase, each GMM of hand gestures is acquired. This
step ensures that each type of hand gestures obtains unique parameters standing for its
Gaussian Mixture Model. At last, testing section begins with calculating the value of
likelihood between testing images and pre-assigned images.

5.2 Thesis Contributions
At first, in the thesis work, segmentation based motion detection is proposed.
Frame differencing is employed to compare the current frame and previous frame in
order to generate the value of difference. As background noises will reduce the
performance of frame differencing and slow motion will not be detected during the
processing of frame differencing, background modelling is proposed. With background
modelling, noises are extracted and the current frame is compared with average image
which is calculated from the sequence of neighbouring images. Results show that
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background modelling greatly increases the performance of motion detection.
Secondly, Gaussian Mixture Model is a mature approach which is widely used in
voice recognition, but this is the first time that GMM is successfully employed to
recognize hand gestures. Compared with other current hand gesture recognition
systems, GMM has its advantages in calculating the likelihood probability of gestures
using various mixed features. One research paper has been published that describes the
hand gesture recognition based on GMM and EM Algorithm [110].

5.3 Further Work
Although the thesis implemented a system for hand gesture recognition, there are
still many other challenges in this area that have not been addressed, which will
motivate our future work as summarized below.
1) In the proposed system, color, shape and edge directions form the features. As the
edge orientation histogram is sensitive to rotations and has less discriminative
ability, investigation on new features are desired to solve these problems and also
increasing vocabulary in the system under new features;
2) The images have comparatively pure background for easy segmenting hands in
images. In a further stage, complicated background in real scenes need to be tested
hence a fine segmentation method is desired;
3) Currently, the approach only works fine in images, which can be extended to work
in digital videos and possibly in the compressed domain for more applications such
as content-based video annotation, indexing and retrieval.
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